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History of Joyce Green Airfield. 
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Joyce Green airfield was situated with the Thames embankment and the Long Reach Tavern 

on its northern side, and the Dartford Creek (River Darent) on its western side. The site was 

marshy and covered in drainage ditches. These had boards over them when the airfield was 

in use. The site was reached from Joyce Green Lane which was the eastern border of the site. 

The airfield was used by Vickers Works, Crayford prior to WW1 to test their planes. In 1909 

Vickers were working with Hiram Maxim. He had designed a light-weight petrol engine to put 

in his first machine. This machine was exhibited at the 1910 Olympia Air Show. The bi-plane 

was tested at Joyce Green but it showed no improvement over more conventional aircraft. 

When Maxim and Vickers parted company he abandoned further experiments with aircrafti. 

Aerial view of the Station buildings taken on February 28, 1918 
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Vickers purchased the 

land at Dartford Salt 

Marsh in 1911, to 

build a rudimentary 

airfield suitable for 

the testing of 

prototype aeroplanes. 

The site they chose 

comprised a number 

of small fields, 

separated by drainage 

ditches. No proper 

runway was 

constructed: instead, 

aeroplanes were 

expected to take off 

from grassy fields. 

Drainage ditches, 

which constituted 

dangerous obstacles, were boarded over, opening up a large expanse of grassland for take-

off and landing. 

In 1911 Vickers obtained the manufacturing rights to build the French R.E.P. monoplane. The 

first three were built at their Crayford works and flown from Joyce Green to their main base 

at Brooklands. Vickers then designed and built a series of monoplanes. They also built a large 

floatplane which was tested on the River Darent but crashed on an early test flight. 

When the Admiralty wanted ‘gun carrying planes’ Vickers combined their interests in aviation 

and munitions to produce ‘The Destroyer’, their Type 18 E.F.B. 1 on February 1913.This 

aircraft with its pusher propeller and machine gun mounted in the nose became the F.B.5 

‘Gunbus’ introduced into service with the RFC in early 1915. Joyce Green was used for testing 

aircraft built at both the Erith and Crayford factories.ii 

 

 

 

A Vimy at Joyce Green. Note the duck boards covering the drainage 

ditches. 
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The Dartford 

Vickers works also 

used the airfield 

site. On its 

southern side 

immensely strong 

buildings were 

constructed to 

make munitions 

for the war. These 

buildings are still 

visible from the 

Bob Dunn Way. 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1914 the army took over part of the site, leaving part for Vickers to continue their testing. 

Planes were based there as a defence against Zeppelins, it was recognised that Joyce Green 

was already an established airfield and was on the flight path for Zeppelins attacking London. 

The airstrip was extended and buildings erected to house the newly formed RFC No. 10 

Reserve Squadron. The Long Reach Tavern was kept open for normal business but the upstairs 

rooms were used as sleeping quarters for senior NCO’s. 

Buildings on the southern part of the Airfield site used by Vickers in 

WW1 to make munitions. (photo curtesy of Mike Still, Dartford 

Museum) 

 

The Parade Ground at Joyce Green Airfield, with Long Reach Tavern behind. 
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Some of the greatest flying aces of WW1 were 

trained at Joyce Green. These included Edward 

Mannock (he had shot down 52 enemy planes by 

the end of the war). He was trained by James 

McCudden, probably one of the most famous 

pilots of the time. McCudden arrived as Wing 

Fighting Instructor early in 1917. He states in his 

biography ‘Joyce Green is in a quiet little spot near 

Dartford. The aerodrome is considered a good one, 

although it is beneath the level of the Thames, 

which flows past the aerodrome and the ground is 

a little spongy.’ 

The machines we were using here were principally 

the D.H. 2s, Avros and Vickers fighters, which were 

very good for training pilots.’iii 

McCudden was at Joyce Green when 

the German’s launched a daylight 

raid. He was already airborne in his 

Sopwith Pup (which Vickers had fitted 

with a Lewis Gun for him). When he 

landed he discovered that a young 

Australian pilot, Wilfred Salmon, had 

been killed over Slade Green.  

A large crowd of local people rushed 

to Salmon’s crash site. Some took 

‘souvenirs’ from his body. At his 

inquest it was stated that he was still 

alive when his plane landed, he died 

shortly after being removed from the 

plane.  The report of a trial in the 

Dartford Chronicle shows that five 

women and four men were charged as 

‘irrepressible souvenir maniacs’. One 

woman had stripped Salmon of his 

goggles, another took his safety belt 

and two men removed his gloves, 

others took pieces of the plane. Some 

of the items were recovered by the  

Joyce Green pupils relaxing on the 

embankment overlooking the Thames, 

in August 1917 

The funeral of Wilfred Salmon. 
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police. All those charged were fined £1 and the judge hoped that would act as a warning to 

others. 

Wilfred Salmon was given a funeral with full military honours. His brother James was there, 

as well as Airmen from Joyce Green and Australian soldiers from the Orchard Hospital. The 

streets of Dartford were lined with Australian munitions workers from Crayford and 

thousands of Dartford residents.  

There were a further twelve military funerals for airmen who lost their lives at Joyce Green, 

all buried in the Watling Street Cemetery. Sixteen others also lost their lives there but were 

returned home for their families to bury. 

The death toll for a training site was huge, 

the risk of spinning and crashing into the 

Thames was so great that a boat was kept 

on permanent standby to rescue the 

airmen. The Thames was half a mile wide 

at this point, other dangers included the 

power station, with all its pylons and 

cables, an explosives works, the sewage 

farm and landing on the Orchard hospital 

(which was full of convalescent 

Australian soldiers). 

As war drew to an end the RFC were 

transferred to a brand new site at Biggin 

Hill and only Vickers remained at Joyce 

Green. Vickers had been working on its 

Vimy bomber and Commercial which made its maiden flight in April 1919. In June the same 

type of plane was the first ever plane to fly 

non-stop across the Atlantic. Vickers then 

moved to its other site (Brooklands, 

Surrey) and the airfield was closed. 

 

 

 

 

 

DH2 salvaged from settling pan at the sewage 

plant after having short-landed and turned over 

the previous evening. March 24, 191 7 

German POWs from the Dartford 

War Hospital help men from the 

RFC to cultivate the land at Joyce 

Green Airfield. 
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List of the men who died while stationed at Joyce Green Airfield: 

BARTON H W      NASH G 

BROWN G D      O’CONNELL C W 

DOW A G      O’HANLON S E 

FERGUSON B      OWEN N 

FLEMING R J      SALMON W G 

GRIFFITH H H      SIMPSON D 

GUNTHER H H      SHIELD F L 

HENDERSON H     TAYLOR V S 

IDESON J H      THOMPSON C R J 

JAMES B      VAN RYNEVELD J P 

LEDUC J C R      WADLOW H 

LITCHFIELD F C     WARD J G 

LONNEN E J L      WHEELOCK C 

MARCH W H F      WILLIAMS C H 

MAPLEDECK G W R DSO 

An unarmed DH5, A9437 which crashed 

in the river, being brought ashore. A boat 

was on constant standby to rescue the 

crew and planes. 
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Bexley Young Archaeologist Club undertook a desk top survey of the airfield. They looked 

through the local newspapers on microfiche, printing out anything they found on the airfield. 

They also looked at and copied maps of the area. They looked through the books and other 

items in the collection at the Local Studies, Bexleyheath Library. Many of them were 

interested in the life of Wilfred Salmon and some did further research into his life. 

We looked at the airfield site when we were recording the Orchard Hospital but the weather 

was too hot for us to walk the perimeter.  

i Collyer D G Flying: The pioneer years in Kent. North Kent Books.1982 
ii Ibid 
 
iii McCudden J T B. Five years in the Royal Flying Corps. The ‘Aeroplane and General Publishing Co.  
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